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1. Can you switch between the old and new interface? 

ExL—Yes, using the "Feature Rollout Configuration" menu 

 

2. Are there any plans to increase the number of times per day that ETL process occurs in 

analytics? 

ExL—Not that I am aware of, but you can always keep an eye on the release notes and product roadmap 

for updates on new functionality. 

 

3. Is there any documentation on the subject areas that aren’t updated daily? 

ExL—These are generally noted in the relevant Subject Area documentation. For example, the Titles 

Subject Area.  

 

4. Can someone edit the reports of other institutions in the Community folder? 

ExL—Yes, these folders are open to the entire Alma community, so you want to make sure you copy 

reports to your local folder before saving any changes. 

 

5. Are you going to cover how to search for reports/dashboards? 

That's not the focus of this session, but yes, it is possible to search for reports or dashboards via the 

magnifying glass icon at the top of the Catalog menu.  

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/080Analytics/Alma_Analytics_Subject_Areas/Titles
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/080Analytics/Alma_Analytics_Subject_Areas/Titles
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6. How did she get to the report that was viewable in the Dashboard? 

ExL—In the out of the box "Alma" folder, under the Inventory folder, choosing the "Reports" folder 

(rather than "Dashboards"). 

 

 

7. If you do a Save As to save a report to your folder, will you have to change the criteria (Library 

or Location, for example) to match your own institution details? 

ExL—This depends on the criteria of the original report as well as your reporting needs. If you want to 

restrict the report to a particular library or location in your institution, then yes. 

 

8. If I'm not seeing Access Analytics, do I not have the role to access this? 

ExL—Check by switching between the new and old interface; if you still don't see Design Analytics in the 

old interface, then you'll want to check your role. 
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9. What role do I have to have to access Analytics Objects? 

ExL—The Analytics Administrator role. 


